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Abstract

Although much is known about the conscious consumer, very little is known about green

advertising. Given the growing attention placed on environmental issues and the heavy

reliance of the consuming public on mass media, the dire lack of credibility in green

advertising is in a shocking state. In fact, there has been a pronounced increase in green

messages in advertising since the 1960s. This increase in green messages does not inherently

mean that there is a favorable consumer brand attitude formation. Instead, consumers have

become increasingly skeptical of the environmental claims made by some of these

organizations. The existence of consumer skepticism, together with perceived deception, has

had a negative impact on credibility.

The purpose of this essay is to understand how marketing efforts on product labels that

highlight environmental, social and ethical problems (known as green product labels) might

increase the customers' skepticism. The chosen method to conduct the data collection was a

survey. The survey was distributed through online forms through facebook and other social

media platforms and thus limited to focus on the consumers of a more connected kind, mainly

those who partake in social media on a daily basis.

Results show that the consumers are skeptical towards green efforts and green product

labeling, but the perception of green labels are not directly influencing the amount of

skepticism as these notions seem to come from outside sources. While not directly influenced

by product labels the increase in skepticism towards these kinds of ads displaying green

efforts implicates both practical and theoretical relevance. Consumers are becoming more

aware of false claims and companies need to be aware of what influences consumer

skepticism to be able to better match their ads with the target audiences.

Keywords: CSR; green advertising; green washing; scepticism; consumer behaviour



Sammanfattning
Även om mycket är känt om den medvetna konsumenten, är väldigt lite känt om hur grön

marknadsföring exakt påverkar den medvetna konsumenten. Faktum är att det har blivit en

ökning i kommunikationen av grön marknadsföring sedan 1960-talet. Denna ökning av grön

kommunikation innebär inte automatiskt att konsumenternas attityd till varumärken har blivit

bättre. Istället har konsumenter blivit mer skeptiska mot grön marknadsföring gjorda av vissa

organisationer. Förekomsten av konsumenters skepticism, tillsammans med upplevt

bedrägeri, har haft en negativ inverkan på trovärdigheten.

Syftet med denna uppsats är att förstå hur marknadsföringsinsatser på produktetiketter som

baseras på miljö, sociala och etiska problem (kallade gröna produktetiketter) möjligen ökar

konsumentens skepticism. Den valda metoden att samla data var genom en enkät. Enkäten

delades ut online via Facebook och andra sociala medier plattformar och därför landade

fokuset på konsumenter som var mer uppkopplade, främst dem som är använder sociala

medier dagligen.

Resultatet visar att konsumenter är skeptiska till grön marknadsföring och gröna

produktetiketter, men uppfattningen av gröna etiketter påverkar inte mängden skepticism

direkt dessa uppfattningar verkar komma från externa källor. Även om skepticism inte

påverkas direkt av produktetiketterna, innebär ökningen av skepticism en praktiskt och

teoretisk implikation. Konsumenter blir mer medvetna om falsk marknadsföring och företag

behöver vara medvetna om vad som påverkar konsumentens skepticism för att bättre kunna

matcha sin marknadsföring med målgruppen.

Nyckelord: CSR, grön marknadsföring, green washing, skepticism, konsumentbeteende
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1. Background

This chapter aims to explain what CSR is and how it is being used as a marketing device

through green advertising risking claims of greenwashing by an aware and conscious

consumer. A problem discussion, research questions, delimitations and the outline of the

study will follow in this chapter as well.

1.1 Corporate Social Responsibility
There is no single definition to what constitutes Corporate Social Responsibility, also known

as CSR, and the components required within. CSR can be broadly defined as the

responsibilities of companies to society and all involved stakeholders. However, there is no

direct clarity to what this actually entails (Borglund et al., 2017).

Defining CSR is therefore complex. As stakeholders' expectations of a company are ever

increasing, the nature and the context of problems within the society is also becoming

increasingly difficult. Adding to this is the fact that the ecology, society and economic

systems are also complex, and dynamic. On top of this two-fold complexity there is also an

ambiguity of the concerning issues surrounding both the company and the outside

stakeholders, the society. As examined by Sheehy (2015) there is no single way in which

industry generated harms need to be addressed or whose views will prevail on any particular

set of harms (Sheehy, 2015).

A complex current issue that illustrates this problem is the extent to which first world

producers are responsible for the working conditions of employees or subcontractors in

developing nations. The sheer number of locations, concerns and authorities involved in

practicing international business today is also adding to that dynamic and complex

environment. It does not end there, the political agendas and interests of the different actors

in different societies is also complicating matters further. The investors are represented as

being strictly limited to financial interests, and a political agenda which can secure financial

interests tend to emerge whilst simultaneously delegitimizing other claims (Sheehy, 2015).

When a company succeeds in managing their CSR and being responsible towards all the

involved stakeholders they are said to have attained the license to operate (Borglund et al.,
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2017). According to Borglund et al. (2017) this license is obligatory for companies in our

modern day and age. It is not a plaque that can be hung on a wall, or a certificate given out by

some regulatory body enabling the company to manufacture and sell products. This license is

made up of the notion that the society around the company trusts that the company's

endeavours are beneficial for every stakeholder. It is especially important to be socially

responsible in our current age than ever before. The ongoing globalization and the advances

in informational technology has made it even more difficult to engage in “dirty” practices.

News spread like wildfire today. If a company does something dirty in a region far from their

target markets it will sooner rather than later end up on social media, where the customers are

(Borglund et al., 2017).

1.1.2 Awareness among consumers
The globalized world we live in today has enabled more companies to reach far more

customers, and these customers are now able to engage with the companies on a whole other

level than ever before. Consumers can now be updated on companies' wrong doings or dirty

behaviours while browsing social media looking at cute cat pictures or chatting with friends

(Chen et al., 2019). The ability to sweep things under the rug seems to be vanishing. As

customers grow to be more connected and concerned with the planet and its inhabitants, so

does their access to information. It is now possible to actually examine how the company's

efforts regarding sustainability are being carried out since it is easy to share information on

social media (Borglund et al., 2017).

In today's modern society it is considered trendy to be sustainable. The consumer wants to

evaluate different products in order to ensure that they are as environmentally friendly as they

are claimed to be by companies. The customers are with other words sceptical against green

marketing (Yu, 2020). According to the paper published by Skarmeas and Leonidou (2013).“

In the presence of skepticism toward CSR, however, consumers are not convinced about the

genuine social consciousness of the company and express doubts about its ethical standards

and social responsibility”. The main takeaway in that study is the connection between

skepticism and the usage of green advertising as a marketing device. Corresponding with

findings by Cho (2006) there seems to be a connection between how consumers are

responding to claims of CSR greatness, and how they are becoming increasingly skeptical

towards those brands that are engaging heavily in this kind of marketing. This is backing up

the problems and framework that is beginning to shape this thesis.
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1.1.3 Green advertising
Although much is known about the conscious consumer, very little is known about green

advertising (Matthes, 2019). Given the growing attention placed on environmental issues and

the heavy reliance of the consuming public on mass media, the dire lack of credibility in

green advertising is in a shocking state according to Matthes (2019).

According to Easterling et al. (1996), advertising is the most commonly employed

mechanism to communicate a green message to consumers. In fact, there has been a

pronounced increase in green messages in advertising since the 1960s (Easterling et al.,

1996). This increase in green messages does not inherently mean that there is a favorable

consumer brand attitude formation. Instead, consumers have become increasingly skeptical of

the environmental claims made by some of these organizations (Orazi & Chan, 2020). The

existence of consumer skepticism, together with perceived deception, has had a negative

impact on credibility, as well as perceived company performance (Vanhamme, Joelle,

Grobben & Bas, 2009). According to their study, challenges are even more pronounced when

reviewed in the context of large-scale environmental disasters attributed to an organization,

i.e. BP oil spill in the pacific. When green advertising and actual corporate environmental

performance interact there might exist an observable greenwashing effect. In this report the

authors are henceforth, based on previous research and findings, defining perceived

greenwashing as consumer reactions to situations where green advertising messaging and

actual corporate social responsibility interact (Nyilasy et al., 2014). It is important to research

perceived greenwashing because disingenuous green communication constitutes severe

ethical harms in line with research on the topic (Davis, 1992, 1993, 1994), and has also

shown to hurt all corporations, even the true green, ethical, ones, in the long run (Davis,

1992, 1993, 1994).

1.1.4 Greenwashing
Greenwashing is a term meaning when the customer gets misled by an organisation

concerning their environmental responsibility and actions (Lexico, 2021). Companies that

tend to use green wash normally communicate in a positive manner about their actions and

responsibility regarding the planet and environment when they actually demonstrate bad

results (Delmas & Burbano, 2011).When green advertising becomes misleading, however, it

is attributed to corporate greenwashing claims, which adversely impacts on CSR efforts and

organizational credibility. A recent example of blatant green washing happened in 2019,
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when Nestlé ended up in american courts due to marketing their cocoa beans as sustianably

sourced, even though no environmental standards where in place in the supply chain, and

both slave and child labor were believed to be employed (Walker et al., v. Nestlé USA, 2020).

Another class-action lawsuit regarding green washing happened to Windex in 2020, as they

marketed their window cleaner as non-toxic - even though the product contained harmful and

toxic ingredients (Shimanovsky et al., v. S. C. Johnson & Son, 2020). In 2020, the National

Advertising Division of USA found out that Tide (a Procter & Gamble-brand) marketed their

detergent as 100% plant-based even though only 75% were plant-based, and had Tide agree

to modify their claims on product labels (Tide, 2020). In 2021, the Truth in Advertising

organisation (TINA, 2021) published an article which listed 23 actions that had been taken

against companies regarding green washing and false claims in the last 7 years. Every

company on that list is a huge multinational or global company. The findings they publish

ranges from class-action lawsuits or recommendations to trade-commision complaints where

companies have made serious attempts to green wash by labeling their products as something

they are not, or by falsely representing the product to be far greener than what it actually is.

As the public concern for social and environmental issues is growing rapidly, CSR is quickly

becoming a priority for corporations and businesses (Porter & Kramer, 2006). Firms spend

huge amounts of capital on green advertising and CSR initiatives. They do this because they

want to be perceived as social and environmentally friendly with the hopes that such

perception would lead to more favorable brand attitudes and purchase intentions (Luchs &

Kumar, 2017). Information about CSR initiatives on any of the three dimensions:

commercial, social, and ethical has shown to affect consumer perception of company image

(Singh et al., 2008).

1.2 Problem discussion
There are a lot of different industries incorporating green marketing and green labeling to

appear more credible. Credibility is becoming a scarce resource as more and more companies

are competing over the limited trust that consumers carry nowadays. The decline in trust

among consumers comes from the fact that they have become more sceptical towards efforts

made by companies, as many of these have been uncovered to be no more than empty talk

and blatant green-washing efforts (Chen et al., 2018).
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This results in a two-fold problem for companies seeking to increase trust (decreased

skepticism), loyalty and retention by seeking marketing opportunities and competitive

advantages through ethical, social and mostly ecological efforts and activities. Firstly, there

are businesses who cannot avoid using precious resources and even though they have the

money to invest in activities seeking to minimize their damage - the only thing they can do to

completely avoid the problem is shutting down their production (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001).

This means that even though their efforts are doing good, consumers know that they are

harming the environment and the people affected by this production. Which in turn leads to

even greater skepticism when these companies engage in CSR-activities (Rios et al., 2006).

Secondly, as companies seek to gain competitive advantage in a market riddled with “bad

actors”, it is becoming increasingly hard for the average consumer to understand which

companies live up to it and who are mostly just talking about it. Being ethical, socially and

environmentally proactive and bragging about these efforts are almost a sure-fire way to be

misinterpreted as being a company trying to overcompensate (Olk, 2020). If consumers

believe a company is marketing their CSR-efforts, some consumers can be led to think that

they are doing a lot of bad things they need to compensate for.

1.2.1 Self image and context
Most authors on the subject agree on the fact that greenwashing has a negative impact on the

company if the consumer reveals it, although there have been very few studies that provide

clarity regarding how and to what extent it influences the greenwashing company (Schmuck.,

2018). If it is true that greenwashing has negative impacts, it would be of great value for

companies to have a better understanding of what consumers consider to be greenwashing, in

what way it affects the company and to what extent.

By using the theory of Self-congruity developed by Sirgy (1985) in conjunction with Sterns

(1999), Attitude-behaviour-context model (Figure 1.1) it is possible to study the relationship

between consumers' self-image and perceived brand or product-image. Sirgy’s model explains

how congruence, agreement, between these two affects the consumers willingness to accept

the brand, and buy products. There are essentially three levels of so-called self/ideal states

that can have positive, neutral or negative responses depending on how the brand-image, or

product-image, matches the consumer's self image and ideals. The attitude-behaviour-context

model (Sterns ABC-model) tries to explain how these inner workings of the self image and

ideals connect to the external conditions currently affecting a situation.
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Sterns (1999) ABC-model is structured upon the internal factors (influence of attitudes) and

the external (contextual) factors. Proponents of this model believe that the attitude-behaviour

link is strongest when the external factors are weak or non-existent; and that; there is

practically no linkage between attitudes and behaviours when context is either extremely

high, or extremely low. In the figure below (Figure 1.1), the amount of green advertisement is

non-existent, and the behaviour is shown as skeptical, or not skeptical. This model seeks to

help explain how consumers react to green product labelling in regards to the amount of

present advertisement.

Figure 1.1. Sterns ABC-model (applied to green advertisements), adapted from Stern et al.
(1999).

In line with the first model developed by Sirgy (1985), companies should aim to match

consumers preferences with how their company is developing their brands and products.

Companies seeking to benefit the most from green advertising are the companies whose

consumers' self-images are in-line with the offering. Matching CSR efforts with consumers'

self-images should be important for companies to avoid the CSR paradox and greenwashing

claims adversely impacting trust and skepticism among consumers. Most companies are

trying to show the consumer how well they are managing the environmental, social and

ethical effects of their products, through self-reporting - whilst others rely on independent

certifications by third parties (Dekhili & Achabou, 2014).
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1.3 Purpose and research questions
The purpose of this essay is to understand how marketing efforts on product labels that

highlight environmental, social and ethical problems (called green product labels) might

increase the customers' skepticism.

RQ1: How does green advertising on the product affect consumer skepticism?

RQ2: To what extent do consumers care about green advertising on products?

1.4 Delimitations
The survey was distributed through online forms through facebook and other social media

platforms and thus limited to focus on the consumers of a more connected kind, mainly those

who partake in social media on a daily basis.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis
During chapter one of the report a background describing CSR, green advertising,

greenwashing and the awareness of the consumer has been established. Following the

background, a problem discussion concerning how consumer skepticism is being affected by

green product labeling and green advertising is presented. In addition to this, the first half of

the thesis contains an extensive literature review explaining definitions and the theoretical

framework followed by the methodology chapter containing information about research

approach and strategy, data collection and sample selection. The second half of the thesis is

structured to fulfill the purpose and to answer the research questions with a presentation of

the data gathered as well as an analysis and final conclusions and discussion. A figure of how

the report is structured will be shown below.

Figure 1.2. Outline of the Thesis
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2. Literature Review

This section aims to provide guidance in how the author is beginning to build up the

framework of theories and models enabling thorough research and the ability to examine and

study the research questions.

2.1 Corporate social responsibility as a marketing device
The underlying subject in this thesis is CSR, and how it can be and is used in marketing

efforts today. Borglund et al. (2017) and Sheehy (2015) have helped to understand the

premises surrounding this. Sheehy (2015) provides an overview of the implications of the

definition of CSR as a field of study with an approach to improving the dialog about the

social contribution of business. Borglund et al. (2017) have been used to further connect the

theories with the modern day implications, providing a solid background to exploring the

theoretical aspects in this subject. As consumer behavior has begun shifting towards requiring

sustainable business practices companies have found ways to market these efforts in order to

profit from the societal requirements (Crane et al., 2010). Instead of only maintaining a low

level of CSR, mostly due to regulations, companies have now begun to be more responsible

than necessary to establish competitive advantages (Crane et al., 2010).

According to Ogrizek (2002), CSR is all about competing beyond technology, quality

services and price. In that article the author proposes that CSR defines not only charitable,

philanthropy and community involvement activities but also business practices. Environment

management system, human resource policy and strategic investment for a sustainable future

are all of equal importance. “Doing well by doing good” (Crane et al., 2010) are becoming

the norm for many large and multinational companies who by engaging in CSR efforts are

using marketing tools to make their initiatives relevant to the stakeholders. Elving (2013)

concludes that recent initiatives by NGOs (non-governmental organisations) has had a huge

impact on organizations to act responsibly. Elving (2013) notes that within weeks of a new

radio and tv-campaign to sell “green” chocolate several shops in the Netherlands announced

that they would be selling only responsibly produced chocolate.

In short - the company gets an image enhancement which will increase its profit in the long

term, while stakeholders are enjoying the responsible investments (Bhattacharya & Sen,
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2004). Humphreys (2010) argues that due to the positive relation between CSR and Business

performance, companies are found to be successfully integrating public purpose marketing

with their economic oriented marketing strategies. Successful marketing and management of

corporate social responsibility has been shown to increase customer loyalty, which most

companies aim towards increasing (Dapi & Phiril, 2015). A study by Del Mar García-De los

Salmones and Perez (2017) examined the impact CSR efforts which were communicated

through print ads had on consumer behaviour, and found a strong relationship between the

consumers intention or beliefs about the company, and how well their CSR efforts were

communicated, further strengthening the effect that CSR as a marketing device may have on

consumers preferences. The role of the conscious and modern consumer - who can “walk the

talk”, being eco-friendly for example, - is becoming increasingly more important to please for

the individual companies (Chartrand, 2005; Borglund et al., 2017). According to Abdeen et

al. (2016), this notion is starting to show how consumers are changing their behaviour in

order to compensate for their social and ecological “withdrawals” that some purchases are

demanding (Abdeen et al., 2016). Their study provides support for the relationships among

CSR beliefs, consumer support intentions and purchase behaviour. Results also showed that

ethical beliefs have a direct relationship with purchase behaviour (Abdeen et al., 2016). In a

study by Goh (2016) the findings supported the idea of a direct relationship between the

purchase behaviour, purchase intention and ethical beliefs. The ethical beliefs examined in

that study focused upon the so-called green advertisements on products that many (if not all)

grocery stores carry today (Goh, 2016). The same study also revealed that skepticism plays a

great role in the perception of the consumers (Goh, 2016.

Through reading about the subject and related topics, questions surrounding the practices of

companies using green advertising and green marketing and how it relates to what they are

actually doing. Due to the environmental issues the world has been facing for a long time, a

big part of the world's population is supporting green products (Goh, 2016. The big

companies use this as an opportunity and selling point. They place green labels on their

products and encourage people to think about nature since it is an actual topic (Sun et al.,

2021). Elving (2013) states that if a consumer believes a company is using CSR only to

improve its image and questions those efforts that consumer is likely to be skeptical. The

motives behind the efforts, as interpreted by the consumers, influences the attitude towards

the company and the intent to purchase products or services (Elving, 2013).
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2.1.1 Being sceptical and the context of green product labeling
This suggestion led to a further examination of the topics surrounding both Green advertising

and Green marketing. Davis (1992) “Ethics and environmental marketing” matched the

intended research area and provided valuable insight into the confusing, misleading or

sometimes outright illegal practices some companies are employing in the light of green

advertising and environmental marketing. In that study the author presented a framework

capable of identifying the sequence of actions needed for the development of ethical

marketing claims. The article also provides data supporting the connection between

companies making deceitful green claims and how their actual business practices are

affecting the environment or society negatively. Furthermore, this study can be analysed

through Stern's ABC-model which showcases just how much the context is actually affecting

the consumers. In line with the ABC-model, there seems to be practically no difference

among the perception or intentions behind a green purchase as long as the context is either

extremely high (present) or extremely low (not present). The problem here lies in how

companies can manage their context (the green product labeling) to match the perceived

self-image of the consumer. According to Sterns the context does only affect consumers

positively if it's not too much, nor too little. Moving from the wide area of CSR and

narrowing it down through green advertising and unethical practices led to more specific

questions about how the modern consumer is becoming skeptical towards these claims.

Identifying underlying behavioural shifts became important, and by connecting to established

theories regarding the model of self-congruence developed by Sirgy (1985) “Using

self-congruity and ideal congruity to predict purchase motivation” the tools available to

understand why skepticism occurs as the effect of a mismatch between perceived green

claims and the individuals perception of self. Adding this to the contextual effects described

in Stern's ABC-model can provide guidance towards a marketing sweetspot. This thesis aims

to explore the connection between context, self-image and green claims, and how there might

be a link between a limited amount of green advertising and a possible decrease in

skepticism. Having less skeptical consumers would be great for a company as many relations

require trust to be withstanding.

2.2 Skepticism
Caveat emptor, which is latin for “buyer beware” can be used to illustrate how consumer

skepticism has been present for quite some time, as the latin language has been around for a
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long time. According to Obermiller and Spangenberg (2000) there is no doubt that marketers

have always been regarded with caution. In 1998 Obermiller and Spangenberg defined

skepticism as the tendency toward disbelief in advertising claims (Obermiller &

Spangenberg, 1998). They stated that skepticism is a stable characteristic of consumers that

plays a role in response to advertising and that virtually all advertising includes claims that

are subject to some degree of disbelief. Szykman et al. (1997), measures skepticism as a

person’s perception of accuracy of a claim on a product label. A highly skeptical person

perceives the accuracy of claims to be low, whereas a person with a low level of skepticism

rates accuracy claims higher. This will be relevant for this study as this is the definition that is

being used here after.

Labels are becoming increasingly present on products as companies are seeking to

differentiate by various claims and attributes communicated by quality and health labels,

organic and fair trade logos and many other natural and animal welfare labels (Fenko et al.,

2016). As these labels seek to help the consumer evaluate different alternatives, having more

advertising (labels) on the product does not necessarily add value for consumers. According

to Sirieix et al. (2012), increasing the amount of information on the product may lead to

increased skepticism. Chan et al. (2005) concludes that consumers are expressing concerns

about the truthfulness of the information that is being presented on the labels and believe that

some claims are outright misleading. Fenko et al. (2016) writes that there is an increased

complexity in the consumer decision-making process due to more and more information

being added to the front of food packages. Their research shows that the increased

complexity is enhancing consumer skepticism.

2.3 Sirgy’s theory of Self-congruity
Sirgy (2018) explains that self-congruity is a psychological process and outcome in which

consumers compare their perception of a brand image. More specifically, they compare brand

personality and/or brand-user image with their own concept of self; actual self, ideal self, and

social self. In other words, it is the process and outcome directly related to consumers´

identification with a brand (Sirgy, 2018). For example, consumers may perceive owners of a

Volvo to be “responsible” and they may think of themselves as “responsible”. When both

perception of brand and self lines up it can be considered a match, resulting in high

self-congruity. However, if they would not think of themselves as responsible it would be a
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mismatch, with low self-congruity. Thus, self-congruity focuses on to what extent consumers

identify with the brand or users of the brand (Sirgy, 2018). Consumer self-concept is not

one-dimensional and involves at least four, namely actual self-image, ideal self-image, social

self-image and ideal social self-image (Sirgy, 1982). The actual self-image is defined as how

consumers really see themselves. The actual self refers to a representation of attributes that

reflects one's own personal identity. The ideal self-image can be defined as how consumers

would like to see themselves or what they would like to become. This ideal represents a set of

attributes that the individual wishes or hopes to possess. The social self-image is how

consumers believe they are seen by significant others. Thus, making the ideal social

self-image to be defined as how the consumers would like to be seen by significant others

(Sirgy, 1982). As stated by Sirgy (2018) these four dimensions of the consumer self-concept

are being brought to light when a consumer evaluates goods and services in the marketplace.

These four dimensions are serving as a standard for comparison or a reference point in

evaluating relative attractiveness of alternatives (Sirgy, 2018).

Research has shown that self-congruity has a significant influence on consumers’s value

perception and pre-purchase behaviour (Sameer & Drew, 2012). According to Sirgy (2018)

the underlying motive that guides this process and its outcomes is the need for

self-consistency. This basic need is the motivational drive to make decisions and act in

consistency with one’s personal identity (Sirgy et al., 1991). Sirgy (2018) mentions that

research has also shown that self-congruity with brand-user image is a strong predictor of

brand attitude and brand loyalty (Sirgy, 2018).

In other words, if the match between the brand-user image and consumers’ self-concept is

greater, so also is the chance that consumers will be satisfied, will trust the company, will

increase commitment to repurchasing, and will promote the brand to others (Sirgy, 2018). In

addition to this, self-congruity directly increases product involvement (Kressmann et al.,

2006), and mitigating the effect of attractiveness of alternatives (Yim et al., 2007).

Consumers purchase and consume goods and services that serve to cement and strengthen

their personal identity (Sirgy, 2018). Outcomes that are perceived as inconsistent with one’s

actual self-image generates cognitive dissonance, a state of mind which induces stress and

mental strain (Sirgy, 1985). In line with the self-verification theory research on the subject

has concluded that people are motivated to verify or confirm currently held self-views

(Swann et al., 1992). Swann et al. (1992) concludes that verification of self-concepts
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increases self-confidence, facilitates social interactions and generates a positive attitude

towards the object being evaluated. By contrast, lack of verification results in negativity

followed by distress and anxiety (Swann et al., 1992). As the purpose of this study is to

explore the link between green product-labeling and consumer skepticism (which is a result

or effect of trust) it will be useful to analyze the data through the lens of consumers'

self-concept. Considering that consumer self-concept directly influences consumers' trust in

different brands and matching self-congruity to the brand-image is of high importance to the

consumers it can be argued that green product-labeling will directly affect this notion. For

example, research has noted that consumers are looking to enhance their own personal image

by being associated with companies having a desirable image (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003). In

practice, this could potentially mean that green product labeling can have a decreasing effect

of consumer skepticism when shown to consumers who share the same views - while

increasing skepticism (through reduced trust) among consumers who do not share the same

views as the product branding implies.

2.4 Sterns Attitude Behaviour Context theory
Research on environmentally significant individual behaviour shows the extent of the true

variety both in relevant behaviors and influencing factors behind these behaviours (Stern,

1999). By simplifying the variety through a consideration about three domains that together

produce the individual's environmental behaviour impact, Guagnano et al. (1995) produced a

framework called “attitude behaviour context”-model. Henceforth referenced as the

ABC-model. The domains that make up this model are labelled the personal, behavioural and

contextual domains (Stern, 1999). Stern et al., (1995) states that the personal domain consists

of an individual's basic values. Their beliefs about any and everything from how nature

functions and responds to human actions, their own environmental footprint and the social

pressure to behave in one way or another; their moral beliefs about how they should be true

to themselves and their social obligations as well as various other cognitions, motives and

feelings. Stern et al., (1995) proposes that environmentalism and its inherent support comes

from the individual's own acceptance of key values shared by the environmental movement.

In the case of environmentalism the shared values can be the welfare of other people, other

species and the biosphere. Not only does the support come from the shared key values in

itself, the support also stems from the fact that some particular condition of environmental

degradation threatens these key values and that something the consumer can do would
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directly or indirectly help mitigate that degradation and preserve the key values. Stern (1999)

argues that anyone who holds these values and beliefs will experience a sense of moral

obligation to take appropriate action. However, the specific actions that a consumer might

take, pro environmental or not, are strongly influenced by factors residing outside the

personal domain. Stern (1999) argues that personal attitudes and beliefs may lead identical

material conditions to be interpreted and valued differently by different people. Behaviour is

therefore determined by the present conditions and the ways people interpret and value them.

Stern (1999) explains that in places where “organic” food costs more than its normal

alternatives some consumers may see the price increase as a constraint against organic food,

whereas others might see a price increase due to the foods being organic as an indication of

superiority. Green product labeling can be considered outside factors, which will affect

consumers' involvement and trust in a brand or company differently depending on the

individual's own self-image in relation to their present attitude and behaviour affected by the

context. By analyzing the data through Stern's behavioural model, insights regarding how

consumers are valuing and trusting green product labeling can be produced.

2.5 Theoretical framework
To understand the underlying factors affecting this situation regarding CSR and green

marketing in relation to consumer skepticism some articles have been more important than

others. This section of the literature review aims to summarize the sources that have been

providing important insights and relevant data to this study.

Table 2.1. Theoretical framework.

Subject Definition Source

Skepticism Skepticism is defined as a person’s
perception of accuracy of a claim on
a product label. Attitudes such as
skepticism are shown to affect how
willing a consumer accepts a brand
or product.

Obermiller &

Spangenberg (1998),

Szykman et al. (1997)

CSR as marketing
device

Successful marketing and
management of CSR has been
shown to increase customer loyalty.
Consumers intention or beliefs about
the company, corresponds to how
well their CSR efforts were
communicated. Strengthening the
effect that CSR as a marketing

Dapi & Phiril (2015),

Del Mar García-De los

Salmones & Perez

(2017)
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device may have on consumers
preferences.

Green product labeling Companies place green labels on
their products and encourage people
to think about nature since it is an
actual topic. Studies suggest that if a
consumer believes a company is
using CSR only to improve its image,
those efforts can increase consumer
skepticism.

Sun et al. (2021),

Elving (2013)

Self-congruity Self-concept directly influences
consumers' trust in different brands
and matching self-congruity to the
brand-image is of high importance to
the consumers; it can be argued that
green product-labeling will directly
affect this notion. Self-congruity
affects the effect of green product
labels.

Sirgy (1985), Sirgy

(2018)

Attitude-behaviour-cont
ext theory

Green product labeling can be
considered outside factors, which will
affect consumers' involvement and
trust in a brand or company
differently depending on the
individual's own self-image in relation
to their present attitude and
behaviour affected by the context.

Stern (1999), Stern,

Guagnano & Dietz

(1995)

2.6 Conceptual framework
In an effort to visualize the research questions a conceptual framework has been developed

and shown in the figure 2.1 below. The conceptual frameworks consider green advertisement

as the first step that is perceived by the consumers and that perception influences level of

skepticism. Both research questions can be answered by applying this conceptual framework

to the data analysis. RQ1 examines how the consumers perception of green advertising may

affect their skepticism towards it, while RQ2 seeks to understand to what extent the

consumers are perceiving green advertisement and green product labels.

Figure 2.1. Conceptual framework
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3. Methodology

This section is dedicated to the approach and strategy concerning the research purpose. The

methods for data collection, sampling and data analysis with proper justifications will also

be provided in this chapter.

3.1 Research purpose
To further understand which approach and research purpose is most suitable one must first

explore the available options. Exploratory, descriptive or explanatory are three different kinds

of purposes for a study. The exploratory study explores an area and attempts to bring an

understanding of a situation without previous investigation (David & Sutton, 2016).These

kinds of studies are often of a broader focus, since the goal is to benefit from insights as the

study progresses. Descriptive studies can have the same purpose or goal; to gain insights, but

these kinds of studies are more concerned with answering questions such as what, where and

when. The purpose with the third choice, the explanatory study is to descriptively examine

something and then follow it with an explanation of the underlying factors affecting the

situation. As the name implies, explanatory studies aim to explain causality (David & Sutton,

2016). The purpose of this thesis was to explore the customers preferences and comprehend

the current situation of green product labeling in regards to consumer trust and green

skepticism. As the goal was to obtain knowledge in this area the most suitable research

method was the exploratory method. Even though there has been a lot of previous research

and studies conducted in this area of green advertising and consumer preferences, this study

was among the first ones focusing on how green product labeling can negatively affect

consumers' trust due to increased skepticism.

3.2 Research approach
Quantitative or qualitative are two approaches to collecting data for researching purposes. As

the name implies, the quantitative concerns quantity whilst the qualitative concerns quality.

Quantitative studies aim to measure variables while being objective towards settled

hypotheses (David & Sutton, 2016). As long as the objectiveness to the hypotheses and

accuracy of measurements is being respected, quantitative studies tend to withstand high

generalizability making research repeatable over longitudinal studies. The other approach, the

qualitative, focuses instead on the meaning of words instead of measurements of value.
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Where the quantitative approach excels in generalizability the qualitative excels in the

factuality or soundness of data, providing supreme validity to the study. Due to the nature of

qualitative studies the number of participants or sample size must be significantly smaller

than the previous mentioned approach (David & Sutton, 2016).

The quantitative approach was used in this thesis because this study sought to examine and

build an understanding about how consumers' opinions and attitudes toward green product

labeling affects consumer skepticism. The author believes that these opinions and attitudes

can be interpreted through surveys conducted online, with a limited possibility to interpret

and a huge number of participants the most suitable approach was deemed to be the

quantitative approach. Furthermore, the process itself can be defined as either inductive,

deductive or an amalgamation of them both. The chosen process defines the differences in the

data collection. Being deductive implies that there are logical conclusions derived from

hypotheses formulated on previous established theories. As the ability to generalize is derived

from the ability to attain proper results from a good sample of the population these kinds of

studies require an impeccable structure and well defined framework, questions and

interpretations. On the other hand, inductive studies are purposely more open. More open in

every aspect, from questions to interpretations. Inductive studies aim to explain certain events

by analyzing empirical data derived from whatever source needed (David & Sutton, 2016).

The ambition with this study was to explore how green product labelling affects consumers'

skepticism. Literature provided the background and development to the thesis, but was not

able to provide decent answers to the research questions making a deductive approach

unsuitable. As the data provided by the surveys was analyzed through existing models and

theories, to provide insight and explain the current situation an inductive approach was used.

It is of utter importance that the method is coherent throughout the methodology of a thesis,

that the different parts are suitable with each other and that the study’s research questions can

be answered through the collected data (Edmondson & McManus, 2007). When the different

parts of the method align it is considered by Edmondson and McManus (2007) as a

methodological fit. By aligning the method for research with the intended purpose it is

possible to achieve greater accuracy, through enhanced validity and reliability. This means

that the utmost goal of the research strategy is to be aligned with the purpose and the research

questions.
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3.3 Literature search
The literature search for this thesis has mostly been done through the databases available at

Luleå Tekniska Universitet with help of Google Scholar, Web of Science and Scopus. In the

beginning of this thesis a lot of recersches was done on Green advertising(CSR) and the

consumer behaviour in order to understand a bit more how this cooperated with each other.

The articles were selected based on the journal it was published in and the number of

citations. The main focus was up to date articles but since corporate social responsibility is a

somewhat old phenomenon some older articles were also relevant. Keywords was based on

earlier studies that focused on green advertising and how it correlates to CSR efforts and

consumers behaviours.

Keywords: CSR, green advertising, green washing, scepticism, consumer behaviour.

3.4 Data collection
A questionnaire, or a survey fit the research purpose and the previously mentioned research

strategy. Surveys allow the researcher to collect vast amounts of data (quantitative) and to

examine and further analyze the data by qualitative measurements (David & Sutton, 2016).

Surveys can be distributed directly through email or indirectly through platforms such as

social media. While a direct distribution where respondents deliver their answers directly

seems to decrease the chance of missing out on respondents, it is simply not possible to

conduct at this moment in time due to Covid-19. Therefore, an indirect distribution and

method was used where the survey was published on the authors social media site

(Facebook). The survey has been constructed using Google Surveys, an online tool dedicated

to create, distribute and analyze surveys. In the following section a more detailed outline of

the survey will be presented and motivated.

3.4.1 The survey
The survey has been constructed with the study purpose and questions in mind. Possible

answers to the questions have also been selected from this premise. To further encourage

respondents to take their time to answer the survey as truthfully as possible and to avoid

missing out on respondents an introduction to the survey will be included. The introduction

aims to explain the purpose behind the questions and what the survey seeks to accomplish,
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and the importance of getting answers as soon as possible. Furthermore, great care has been

taken to make sure that the layout and instructions are clear and done in line with a sense of

understandability and attractiveness. Providing an easy layout with clear instructions will

help guide the respondent to achieve greater accuracy in the answers as misunderstandings

can be mitigated (David & Sutton, 2016). As the purpose of the thesis concerns consumer

skepticism and how it is being affected by green product labeling it was necessary to divide

the gathered data into three categories. These categories are not explained directly to the

respondents but will be used in the further analysis of the data. Each category contains three

specific questions that seek to explain three different aspects. The figure below illustrates this

(Figure 3.1). The first category of questions and answers seeks to establish a basic

understanding about who the respondent is through questions about gender, age and how they

value and care about green product labels.

Second category concerns the respondents attitude towards green product labeling in regards

to six predefined items which have been adapted from an earlier study regarding consumer

trust and product labeling and ads (Soh, Reid & King, 2013). This category seeks

understanding behind how consumers are perceiving green product labeling. Last category,

the third, focuses on the consumers' willingness to rely, boycott products and research

companies' claims and how if they have felt misled by green product advertisement and how

skeptical they are and if that skepticism has increased. The survey was open for answers for

a few days past three weeks and continued to gather data until the number of respondents

reached a sufficient level where more data only marginally could affect the results. As

responses grew to be well above hundred it was deemed to be sufficient.

Figure 3.1. Outline of the survey
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As seen in Figure 3.1, the questions in each segment come from earlier studies concerning

perception of green product labels and studies concerning consumer skepticism. Even though

most of the questions in the survey were derived from earlier studies, some tweaks and

adjustments had to be made, especially since this thesis is not an exact copy of earlier studies.

Further on, as the survey was distributed in swedish, some translation of the question had to

be made, which could lead to differences in answers compared to the earlier studies. To

further strengthen the questions was tested through Cronbach’s Alpha.

Cronbach’s alpha is a measurement on internal consistency of a test. Internal consistency

describes to what degree the aspects of a test measure the same concept and their internal

relationship (Mukaka, 2012; Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). The value of Cronbach’s alpha

ranges from zero to 1, wherein 1 indicates absolute internal relationship between the variables

(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Measuring a Cronbach’s alpha value above 0.8 would mean that

the internal consistency among the variables (questions) is high. A Cronbach’s alpha value

below 0.6 could mean that the variables are not internally consistent (Hair et al., 2011).

Consequently, there was evidence providing support to the internal consistency of questions

six through ten as it had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.848, while questions eleven through sixteen

first measured an unacceptable level (0,342) of Cronbach’s alpha (Hair et al., 2011). Due to

the low credibility, question 11, 12 and 15 were deleted in order to increase the reliability to

an acceptable level. Question 13, 14 and 16 measure a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.601 which is

acceptable and indicate an internal consistency (Hair et al., 2011).

3.5 Sample selection
Due to financial and time constraints it was not possible to examine an entire population,

which is why sampling techniques are needed (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2019).

According to the same authors it is often required to solely collect data from a subgroup to

gain an even deeper understanding of a certain topic. However, in this study there are no

particular subgroups to focus upon, as the purpose aims to examine how all consumers are

being affected by green product labeling. Due to this, the sampling technique that was chosen

has been of a purposive type, expanding into a snowball character as the survey spread

through social media. The established sample techniques are categorized as either probability

sampling and non-probability sampling (David & Sutton, 2016). Probability sampling

concerns how there is an equal probability for an individual belonging to a set population to
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be chosen, whilst non-probability sampling effectively skews the probability for an individual

to be chosen (Saunders et al., 2019). Choosing a purposive type of sample selection enabled

the survey to be distributed through respondents who are known to share and redistribute the

survey to even more respondents, making the snowballing sampling possible. Consumers

from different age groups, genders, shopping habits and preferences were chosen with intent

to increase the studys transferability and to avoid becoming biased due to these factors.

Different people all over the country have had the ability to answer this survey, providing

even further accuracy through increased reliability and validity due to a greater sample size.

3.6 Data analysis
As the sample size had to provide ample data to be analyzed it was important to structure the

analysis in a clever and clear manner. Raw data, before processing and analyzing cannot

provide much meaning to anyone according to Saunders et al., (2019). Due to this, data needs

to be processed to be made useful. According to David and Sutton (2016) it is possible to

find meaning in quantitative data instead of only numerical relationships. The data analysis

that was conducted was a thematic kind. This kind of thematic approach enabled the

researcher to find relevant themes in the data to answer the study questions and fulfill the

purpose of the thesis. A thematic analysis implies that the researcher should find themes in

the data instead of constructing it based on the preconceived notions by the researcher (David

& Sutton, 2016).

In line with the three categories explained in the data collection survey, the analysis will also

consider these categories throughout the analysis and presentation of the data. Firstly, a mean

of all categories will be accounted for, thereafter any outliers and potential false data points

will be purged. Every category will be analysed on its own first, enabling potential patterns

and themes to emerge before continuing to cross-referencing with the other two categories.

To further add to the complexity of the analysis the answers and potential patterns will be

examined through the aforementioned theoretical framework to make sure that the data

presented is being reliable. The data has been structured using Excel, and patterns have been

identified before the interpretation process can begin. Interpreting the data was crucial to

form an understanding and to be able to answer the proposed questions of this thesis. In the

analysis part, the data has been compiled and visualized using tables and diagrams to easier

present the collected data. Further on Cronbach’s Alpha (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011) test of
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normality, and Pearson’s correlation test (Mukaka, 2012), has been conducted to increase the

reliability and validity in the study. The system used to perform the statistical tests where

Statistical Package for the social Sciences (SPSS).

3.7 Quality standards
As the quality of a research paper is affected by how reliable and valid the gathered data is,

researchers should always aim towards a high degree of both reliability and validity (David &

Sutton, 2016). The provided results and conclusions will be of greater accountability if well

managed.

3.7.1 Reliability
Reliability concerns the questions if the research is accurate and consequent. Thus, it is

imperative to make sure that the collected data is measured in the best possible way aligned

with the research purpose and the research questions. As only the data collected through the

digital survey will be registered and accounted for, it is important to make sure that the data is

stable and trustable. An exactly same survey, answered by exactly the same respondents,

should yield the same results no matter at which point in time the survey is being carried out.

To further strengthen the reliability of the findings in this thesis the survey was tested by a

few different people to enhance its understandability. Feedback from the test persons enabled

the questions to be more suitable and easier to understand. As the survey has been translated

from english to swedish there has been taken great care in the translation process to make

sure that answers captured in english reflect the swedish counterpart without possible sources

to misunderstandings. After conducting the Cronbach's Alpha test it showed that the

reliability of the third category was low. In order to increase the reliability to an acceptable

level, questions 11, 12 and 15 were completely excluded from the analysis, since these

questions specifically had a very low credibility (Hair et al., 2011). Pearson's test was

conducted in order to describe how perception and scepticism were connected. The

performed test demonstrated the strength and direction in the connection between the two

variables (Cohen, 1988).
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3.7.2 Validity
Validity is another important factor to consider when evaluating quality standards, and can be

divided into construct, internal and external validity according to Saunders et al., (2019).

Construct validity concerns whether or not the study actually measures what it seeks to

measure. There are three prerequisites for reaching a high level of construct validity as stated

by Yin (2013). The prerequisites are multiple sources of information, keeping a chain of

evidence and having the research reviewed by key informants. Internal validity is established

whenever a relationship between variables is discovered, but can only be considered when

engaging in explanatory studies seeking to identify causality. Last but not least, external

validity concerns the study’s ability to generalize upon the findings to another context

(Saunders et al., 2019).

As it was deemed important to make sure that the study has high construct validity all three

prerequisites explained by Yin (2013) have been met. Multiple sources of information were

used throughout the literature review which contained secondary data and through the

surveys gathering primary data. A chain of evidence can be upheld as the framework refers to

previous literature of high quality (measured by citations) and a clear methodology chapter

that explains how, why and where the survey had been constructed and conducted. The actual

survey questions were presented in the appendix of the study and the questions have been

phrased to capture the essence of the study regarding the purpose and research questions.

During the construction of this thesis a tutor has always been able to review and guide the

construction which covers the third prerequisite of having the research reviewed. Due to the

sheer number of respondents who chose to participate in the survey it is possible to make

some generalizations based on the findings in this thesis, but due to the nature of a purposive

sampling it might be unwise to do so because of the inherent inaccuracy in data that is being

self reported as it might skew answers to some degree.
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4. Empirical Data

In the following chapter the result of the survey will be presented and summarized. The

survey has been distributed online through social media and will be presented with the help

of descriptive statistics, Cronbach's Alpha and Pearson's correlations. This chapter aims to

present an insight into how consumers are valuating green product labels and how it affects

their trust and skepticism regarding that product or brand.

4.1 Results of the survey
In total 141 persons responded to the survey online and it is important to have a significant

sample size to be able to use the empirical data. Without a significant sample size the data

and the findings might not be comparable or useful in future studies lowering the scientific

value of the research, as mentioned in the validity section. To ensure that the sample size was

large enough every completed survey that was collected will be presented below, resulting in

a total sample size of 141 respondents from active users on social media (Facebook,

Instagram, Discord). As mentioned in the methodology the survey questions has been

designed to use a five-point likert-scale wherever possible, where (1) represents strongly

disagree, (2) is disagree to some extent (3) for neutral, (4) is agree to some extent and (5)

represents strongly agree. The presentation of the data is divided into three parts, in line with

the survey outline presented earlier in the methodology chapter. The first section is the

introduction of the survey participants and the second concerns their perception of green

product labels. The third and last section focuses upon the current level of skepticism among

the participants and if they feel that their skepticism is increasing.

4.1.1 Demographics and introduction
The first part of the survey is made up of five questions regarding basic demographics and the

participants initial valuation of green efforts on product labels. The absolute first question

concerns which gender the participants identify as. Figure 4.1 shows the gender distribution

of the survey. Two people claimed other genders or didn't want to specify. In total there were

47 women and 92 men. Everyone chose to answer this question.
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Figure 4.1. Gender

The second question, which is presented in Figure 4.2, displays the age distribution

throughout the survey. The majority of answers were provided by people in the ages 21-30,

amounting to 75 answers (53%). Second largest group was 31-40 years providing 29 answers

(21%). There were 28 participants who were older than 41 and only nine participants below

the age of twenty.

Figure 4.2. Age
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The third question was aimed to establish the respondents first basic thought about how much

they care about product labels and is presented in figure 4.3 below. Twelve people say that

product labels impact every purchase they make (5), while six people answered that they did

not care at all about product labels (1). Nineteen respondents cared little (2), while 48

answered (3) which can be seen as taking a neutral stance on the subject. There were 56

people who responded that they cared about product labels to some degree (4).

Figure 4.3. Do you care about product labels?

The next question on how information about green efforts are helping the consumer to make

better decisions was also answered by everyone, 141 respondents. The data is presented

below in Figure 4.4 and aims to portray to what extent the respondents are agreeing with the

stated question. 68 people consider themselves to not agree or have a neutral stand to the

statement (1, 2, 3). The data shows that a small majority (51,8% or 73 people) agrees that

green efforts on the product labels are helping them make better purchase decisions (4, 5).
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Figure 4.4. Information conveyed regarding green efforts.

The fifth question concerns the theoretical scenario in which the respondents are asked about

finding two products of equal quality and with the same price, and whether or not they would

choose the one with a green label on it if that label corresponded to something that they cared

about. This data is presented in figure 4.5. Two persons answered that they are strongly

opposed to choosing the one with the green label (1, the blue area). Three people disagreed to

some extent (2, red), while eleven were neutral (3, yellow) in this scenario. 43 answered that

they agree (4), and would most likely choose the product labeled with a preferable green

effort. A strong majority of the respondents (83 people) strongly agrees to choosing the green

effort labeled product (5).

Figure 4.5. Choosing an exact alternative product due to green effort labels.
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4.1.2 Perception

The second part of the survey consisted of five questions that asked questions on how

consumers perceive the information conveyed on products in regards to green efforts.

Question six asks if the “Information conveyed on green products is helpful” and a majority

seem to agree with that statement, as 78 participants ( 55.3%, 4, 5) answered that they agreed

(51) or strongly agreed (27). However, seven people are strongly disagreeing (1), and 24

others are disagreeing (2) that information on the packaging about green efforts are helpful.

32 people (22.7%) answered that it did not matter (3, neutral).

Figure 4.6. Information conveyed - helpfulness

Question seven asks if the “Information conveyed on green products is useful”. Many seem

to be neutral to this question as more than a third (31.2%) answered (3). Nine people strongly

disagreed with the information’s usefulness (1), while 12 strongly agreed (5). The biggest

group was (4) with 47 answers while there were 29 people who disagreed to some extent (2).
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Figure 4.7. Information conveyed - usefulness.

Question eight asks if the “Information conveyed on green products is credible” and only one

single participant seems to strongly agree to the credibility of the information conveyed on

green products (5). Thirty people agree that they have some credibility (4, 21.3%). However,

there are more people that disagree to their credibility to some extent (2, 27.7%) while there

are 49 participants who are neutral to its credibility (3). 15.6% or 22 participants strongly

disagree to the information’s credibility (1).

Figure 4.8. Information conveyed - credibility.
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Question nine asks if the “Information conveyed on green products is accurate” and many

participants seem to be neutral to the information’s accuracy as 42.6% (60) answered (3,

neutral). A lot of people are disagreeing (2, 32.6%) and strongly disagreeing with this

statement (1, 16.3%). There were 11 who answered that they agreed to some extent (4) and

only a single respondent answered that they strongly agreed (5).

Figure 4.9. Information conveyed - accuracy.

Question ten asks if the “Information on the packing about green efforts is positive”. A clear

majority seem to think the information presented is positive as 44.7% agree and 20.6%

strongly agree making up a total of 92 participants. 31.9% or 45 are neutral while only 4

people strongly disagree. No one answered (2), that they disagree to some extent to the

information being positive.

Figure 4.10. Information conveyed - positivity
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4.1.3 Skepticism
The following section consists of the third part of survey questions. This part was designed in

the same manner as earlier questions but intends to understand how the participants are

willing to research products with green product labels. The section also lets the participants

answer questions regarding if they have ever felt misled by green product claims, and if they

think their own skepticism towards these kinds of claims is increasing. Question 11, 12 and

15 are not presented and part of the result due to low reliability.

The data from the first question in this third section, question 13, is presented in figure 4.11

below, asks how willing the participants are to research a company’s green effort before they

make a purchase. 27 people (19.1%) strongly disagree, which could indicate that they

definitely do not research a company’s green efforts before making a purchase. 27%

disagreed with the statement (2) and 30 people were neutral (3). 31 people (22%) agreed that

they were willing to do research before making a purchase (4) while fifteen strongly agreed,

which could indicate that they are always willing to research green efforts before making a

purchase.

Figure 4.11. Willingness to boycott due to false claims regarding green product labels.

The next question in this section, presented in figure 4.12 below, asks if the participants have

ever felt misled by green product advertisements. Both (5) strongly agree, and (4) agree have

42 answers (29.8%) respectively, while neutral (3) and disagree (2) have roughly 15% each
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indicating that a clear majority have felt misled by green product advertisements. There are

only 14 participants who strongly disagree (1) to this statement.

Figure 4.12. Felt misled by green product advertisements.

Following question, presented in figure 4.13 below seeks answers to if the participants are

becoming increasingly skeptical towards ads about green efforts. Strongly agree (5) consists

of 38 answers (27%) and agree (4) have an exact third of the answers (33,3%, 47). There are

35 people who answered neutral (3) while only 11.3% answered (2) and a mere 5 people

strongly disagreed (1) to an increase in skepticism.

Figure 4.13. Increased skepticism towards ads about green efforts.
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4.2 Test of normality
Table 4.2 describes the amount of observations, averages, standard deviations and Cronbach’s

alpha in two parts. The first concerns the second part of the survey, labeled Perception

(questions 6-10), and the other part, labeled Skepticism, examines questions 13, 14 and 16.

The purpose of this test is to make the date comprehensible and referenceable to further

studies.

Table 4.2. Test of normality.

Peculiarly enough, question six (“Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts

is helpful”) had the highest mean (3.48) of all questions tested in the perception-section. In

the other section, concerning skepticism, the last question (“Do you believe you are becoming

increasingly sceptical toward ads about green efforts”) had the highest mean (3.69).

Cronbach’s alpha is a measurement on internal consistency of a test. Internal consistency

describes to what degree the aspects of a test measure the same concept and their internal

relationship (Mukaka, 2012; Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). The value of Cronbach’s alpha

ranges from zero to 1, wherein 1 indicates absolute internal relationship between the variables
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(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Measuring a Cronbach’s alpha value above 0.8 would mean that

the internal consistency among the variables (questions) is high. A Cronbach’s alpha value

below 0.6 could mean that the variables are not internally consistent (Hair et al., 2011).

Consequently, there is evidence providing support to the internal consistency of questions six

through ten as it has a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.848, while questions eleven through sixteen first

measured an unacceptable level (0,342) of Cronbach’s alpha (Hair et al., 2011). Due to the

low credibility, question 11, 12 and 15 were deleted in order to increase the reliability to an

acceptable level. Question 13, 14 and 16 measure a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.601 which is

acceptable and indicate an internal consistency (Hair, Wolfinbarger, Money, Samouel & Page,

2011).

4.3 Test of correlation
Testing the data through Pearsons’ correlation test using SPSS was done to be able to

describe how the variables are connected. The tests done aimed to demonstrate the strength

and direction in the connection between perception and skepticism.

Table 4.3. Test of correlation.

The test concluded that there was a correlation of 0.126 between perception and skepticism

with a p-value of 0.136, making it statistically insignificant (Cohen, 1988). The correlation is

small and could be described as weak, but it is still positive. The positive correlation could

indicate a very small relationship between how the consumers are perceiving green product

labeling and their current level of skepticism and if/or it is increasing (Cohen, 1988).

However, due to the P-value being 0.136 it cannot be taken as a true correlation since P > .05

(Cohen, 1988). There is some evidence that the purposive sampling method chosen to

distribute the survey might have affected the P-value. As the main goal of the survey was to

find a broad spectrum of participants, the questions in the survey were designed with the goal

of finding a connection between perception and skepticism. A P-value of 0.136 could indicate

that the efforts to find a generalizable population through purposive sampling methods have

not been fulfilled.
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5. Data analysis

The fifth chapter of this thesis presents an analysis of the empirical data. By analysing the

data through the processes described in the methodology chapter this analysis attempts to

examine how consumers perceive green effort labeling and the consumers inherent skepticism

towards these efforts. In addition, self-congruity and the ABC-model is applied to the

discussion.

5.1 Introduction of the survey participants
The first part of the data analysis will present the participants and strive to search for patterns

in the general perception towards green effort labeling amongst the participants. From a

demographic perspective the distribution between genders was quite unexpected due to males

being a majority (66%) whilst the survey was mostly shared directly to female connections at

different social media platforms. This could have been due to the snowball sampling that

might have occured. As some of the respondents took it upon themselves to share the survey

to any place where Swedes might connect, the survey could have ended up on platforms or in

groups that consisted of mostly men. There are no evidence that males care more about

product labels than woman, and while the respondents to this survey were mostly male it

provides no information upon which sex is mostly skeptical towards green product labels.

Further, the age distribution can be considered to be expected as most of the participants

(53%) were between 21-30 and ages 30+ accounted for 40%, which corresponds to the ages

of the connections on the aforementioned platforms. This was probably a direct effect of the

purposive sampling method that was chosen when distributing the survey. When the

respondents were chosen they were chosen from already established connections which

happened to consist of mostly people in ages 21-50. It was interesting to see that most of the

participants in this survey have similar perception towards green product labels no matter

which age group they were in.

A majority of the participants seem to care about product labels (to some degree). In line with

Stern's theory of attitude-behaviour-context (Stern et al., 1995) the beliefs of the participants

seem to be quite considerate according to the answers to this part of the survey. However,

more than a third of the participants answered that they were neutral to product labels which

indicates that they are apathetic to the labels and the associated green efforts of the claims
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present on those labels. This is somewhat surprising as Sirgy’s model of self-congruity (Sirgy,

2018) proposes that consumers that perceive themselves to be caring would appreciate or

identify with labels or efforts that correspond to their inherent self-image. Furthermore, even

though more than a third might not care about the labels, more than half believe that the

information conveyed on the products regarding green efforts will help them make a better

purchase decision.

While the participants seem to be quite neutral to product labels, an equal quality product

(with equal price) having a label that corresponds to a green effort that the participants cared

about was in huge favor. 90% of the participants would choose a product benefiting an effort

they cared about, which is exactly in line with what Sirgy and Stern's theories conclude about

self-image and context, and how it affects consumer behaviours. The connection between

self-image (Sirgy, 2018) and a propensity to choose something that fits that self-image (i.e.

something you care about) is apparent. As the product label can be considered the practical

context (Stern, 1995), the attitude towards preferring a context consumers care about should

influence their behaviour.

5.2 Respondents perceptions of green effort labeling
The participants in this study were asked to rate five questions concerning green effort

labeling’s helpfulness, usefulness, credibility, accuracy and positivity in the second section of

the survey which focused upon consumers perception. Quite surprising, considering both the

introductory questions and the coming questions, more than 50% of the participants

considered the information conveyed on green products helpful. This may indicate that the

context, according to Stern (1995), has the potential to change behaviour, even though the

current product image may not fit with the inherent self-image of the consumer (Sirgy, 2018).

Both questions eight and nine, which asks the respondents if they perceive the product labels

to be credible and accurate, has the lowest mean of all questions asked in this survey.

Question nine has both the absolute lowest mean (2.44/5) as well as the lowest standard

deviation (0.88) of all questions in this survey. In line with the study these survey questions

were designed by (Soh, Reid & King, 2013), this provides some indication that the accuracy

of green product labels are highly questioned among the respondents of this survey.

Perceiving the green claims as inaccurate provides support to RQ1, as a perception of

inaccuracy can affect trust through increased skepticism. Both these questions aim to
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understand how the respondents are believing the claims made by companies and these

answers seem to indicate a mostly negative attitude towards these claims. As accuracy and

credibility provides trust towards something (Soh, Reid & King, 2013), a low value in these

categories indicates that the respondents to this survey did not fully trust the product label

claims. In line with previous studies (Soh, Reid & King, 2013) the tendency to not believe the

accuracy and credibility of advertisements is significant. By conducting a Cronbach’s

alpha-test and a test of normality these discrepancies are proved to be significant and measure

the actual skepticism towards green efforts.

Most of the participants perceived the usefulness, credibility and accuracy from a neutral

stance, indicating that the information presented does not resonate with their inherent

self-image, according to Sirgy (2018). The information displayed was simply not enough to

nudge these participants in any direction, be it positive or negative. The questions in this part

of the survey had a considerable internal consistency (Hair et al., 2011) as measured through

Cronbach’s alpha of 0.848. A strong internal consistency in this part means that these

questions (6-10) manage to measure the same general construct (skepticism towards green

efforts) using similar scores. These answers provide some support to both research questions

by both showing that consumers have a neutral stance towards green products, while also

indicating that consumers are not very trusting towards green product labels.

However, the positivity of the information conveyed on products seemed to be something that

most of the participants agreed upon. There were only a handful of people who seem to

disagree strongly to the statement, providing further evidence to Sirgys model of

self-congruity (Sirgy, 2018) as people tend to examine information that is relevant and fitting

their self-image. Disagreeing to a product label's positivity could potentially indicate that a

consumer is agreeing to buy something that does not fit their own self-image and the low

amount of answers in this group suggest that most people are only associating the claims and

questions stated in this survey through their own perception of value amongst all products,

brands and companies out there. Even though these answers seem to indicate that consumers

care to some extent, and verified by a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.848, the regression analysis

shows no direct connection between perception and skepticism in this group of respondents.

Both research questions are affected by this and the conceptual frameworks help establish

and visualize these findings and their impact on the posed questions. The statistics and their

connection to research question 2 are shown in figure 5.1 below.
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Figure 5.1. RQ2-test

5.3 Respondents skepticism towards green effort labeling
Even though the first section established that the majority of respondents were neutral to

product labels, most of the participants seem to rely on product labels when making a

purchase decision. This affinity to rely on labels, while being skeptical and perceiving the

labels to be of low accuracy and credibility, was not expected and can not be explained using

aforementioned theories of self-image but could be understood by examining the context

through Stern's et al., (1999) model. Fenko et al. (2016) mentions that there is an increased

complexity in the consumer decision-making process due to the increased information on

labels, which could account for the tendency to rely on labels as consumers need to examine

them further to understand details and to make better purchase decisions. However, the

respondents seem to be willing to both boycott companies and products as well as research

them to some extent before a purchase. The statistics connected to research question 1, and

the purpose of this thesis is visualised in figure 5.2 below. As mentioned before, the

respondents in this group are mainly very skeptical and an average score of 3.69 on a

five-point scale shows this in good detail. All of these factors make up the average skepticism

among the respondents in this survey, and these questions are verified to measure the same

construct as backed up by a cronbach’s alpha of 0.6.

Figure 5.2. RQ1-test
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There have been many instances of consumers being misled by false claims of green efforts

made by companies, as discussed in chapter two, and the study's participants' willingness to

research those claims is somewhat common. Almost a third (32.6%) are willing to research

claims of green efforts before making a purchase decision, potentially indicating a skeptical

consumer who does not trust the brand/product/company. Earlier studies (Obermiller &

Spangenberg, 1998; 2000; Albayrak et al., 2011; Skarmeas & Leonidou, 2013; Goh, & Balaji,

2016; Yu, 2020) have shown that a skeptical individuals has a tendency to research claims to

a further extent than non-skepticals, or people who trust a product, brand and/or company.

Having an increased feeling of skepticism towards green claims seems to be common among

the participants. These feelings could potentially explain some of the answers of earlier

questions and the general notion of skepticism (due to perceptions of low credibility,

accuracy and false claims) towards green product labeling.

When consumers feel misled, their skepticism towards that product, brand or company is

likely to increase (Goh, & Balaji, 2016; Yu, 2020). As most of the participants have been

misled by false claims on product labels it is not surprising to find that more than a third do

not believe the claims of green efforts made on product labels. Through tests done by using

SPSS (Cronbach’s Alpha and Pearsons’ regression) the correlation between perception and

skepticism is very low, as displayed in figure 5.2. Due to the weak correlation found and the

extreme P-value, it is important to remember that the relationship between perception and

skepticism is most likely to be influenced by the purposive sampling method since the survey

distributed online might have influenced the P-value. One of the purposes with the survey

was to find a wide spectrum of participants with the mission to seek a connection between

perception and scepticism. However, due to the fact that P-value provides no significance in

the correlation, the goal to find a population that enables generalization might not have been

successful and therefore the result shows a very weak relationship between the two variables.
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6. Conclusions

The last chapter aims to conclude the thesis by answering the research question and the

implications of the findings. Therefore, this chapter will summarize the most significant

results from the data analysis and thereby attempt to fulfill the purpose of this study.

Limitations and suggestions for further research will be presented last.

6.1 Research question 1
How does green advertising on the product affect consumer skepticism?

In line with both previously mentioned theories concerning Self-congruity and

Attitude-behaviour-context the green advertising on the products seem to only affect

consumers who already have a strong attitude. The attitude can be both in favor of green

advertising and heavily skeptical towards them. These consumers are most likely to be

influenced by ads which is also what this study has shown. Consumers who care less about

the efforts presented through green advertising on products tend to have a less skeptical

attitude overall while still maintaining that a blatant green wash attempt would lead even

these to boycott a product or company. The study also shows that most consumers are not

willing to research the claims made on products before a purchase in a grocery store. This is

logical, since low-engagement products (as most groceries can be considered to be) tend to

not require much, if any, research before a purchase. The unwillingness to research green

claims seems to have a two-fold effect on the skepticism of consumers. Firstly, the claims

made on products are deemed untruthful or unreliable at a first glance, and without any

outside source backing up those claims - the consumer might experience an increased

skepticism towards those claims. Secondly, the opposite can also happen. A consumer

believing in the claims, and not finding any evidence that shows otherwise - will experience a

more preferable attitude towards that brand or company, which would decrease feelings of

skepticism. The survey shows that perception of the claims seem to have no direct effect on

consumers' skepticism towards the labels or brands engaging in green advertising. This was a

bit surprising, but also provides evidence that skepticism in this regard is most likely affected

by a lot of different perceptions and experiences. How a green ad is perceived makes up for

such a small portion of the total experience or attitude towards a brand that there is not

possible to make a straight and true connection between these two.
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6.2 Research question 2
To what extent do consumers care about green advertising on products?

As mentioned in the conclusion regarding the first question, consumers tend to not research

the claims made before making a purchase. The tendency to not question the claims impacts

to what extent the consumers care about green advertising on products. It can be reasoned

that if the consumers would care more (about green claims) their willingness to research

those claims. There is also a possibility that researching more could lead to an increased

amount of caring about these claims. Studies have shown that consumers are willing to

boycott or otherwise avoid using products associated with green washing attempts, and this

study is no different. There is strong evidence that consumers care about green washing and

outright scandals. As these scandals or findings do not appear on product labels directly, it

takes an outside source for this information to reach the consumers. The perception of the

labels are not inherently negative throughout the survey and this thesis. On the other hand,

they are not especially positive either. The consumers seem to care, but only to a very small

degree. The green product labels might impact some of their choices, but only if every other

part of their experience is being fulfilled. The conclusion to this question is simply that

consumers care to some extent about green advertising on the products, but it is not a

deciding factor in the buying behaviour among the consumers and seem to have a minimal

impact on the purchase intention. Further on, the extent of care among consumers seems to be

affected by greenwashing scandals or otherwise negative press about a company's

CSR-efforts.

6.3 Theoretical implications
The theoretical implications concern the consumer's perception regarding green product

labels. Previous studies have shown that labels on products only affect consumers who

already have a strong attitude (either negative or positive) and this study continues upon that

argument and establishes that swedish consumers are not investigating the labels to a large

extent. The swedish consumers tend to not care about the labels in most cases, providing

evidence in line with studies made by Sun et al. (2021), Elving (2013) but on the swedish

consumers instead. Furthermore, this study continues the theory on consumer skepticism

towards CSR-efforts as marketing devices (Dapi & Phiril (2015), Del Mar García-De los

Salmones & Perez (2017).
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6.4 Practical implications
The practical implications these findings and results may have for a company or business

concerns how they should market their CSR efforts in regards to how consumer skepticism

towards the same efforts are evolving. This study shows that consumers believe themselves to

be increasingly skeptical. This might make it increasingly difficult for companies to take

advantage of the edge that a coherent and transparent CSR strategy can create. Further, this

study will also help executives make better practical decisions in how their packaging can be

perceived by the swedish consumers and how a potential false claim will have detrimental

effect on company brand performance.

6.5 Limitations
Most of the limitations with this study comes from the limited time available. The number of

respondents of the survey had to be deemed enough simply due to having the survey

accepting answers for a longer period of time would leave no time for the time-consuming

process of compiling and analysing the data. Using SPSS and Excel takes a lot of time as a

lot of tests have to be run to strengthen the findings and correlations. Further on, a week into

the survey only 30 people had answered it, and due to the aforementioned time limitations the

survey had to be redistributed to as many people as possible. This had the potential to skew

answers as some of the participants could have chosen to do the survey again. Even though

the participants were asked kindly to only answer it once, there was no possibility to exclude

double-answers as the test was carried out anonymously. Another limitation could be the

possibility that the terms and definitions in the survey might not have been consistent

between the participants. Some might perceive a green label to be something that another

only perceives to be a part of the regular labels. Different perceptions of the subject could

have led to different answers. Some examples of what constitutes green product labels could

have benefitted the cause of the survey by providing a common ground for the definitions and

terms.

6.6 Recommendations for future studies
Consumer skepticism is affected by a plethora of factors, where perception of a green ad

only makes up a small portion. By conducting a longitudinal study on how consumers'
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perception about a single brand or product is being changed throughout a period of time

could provide relevant insights into how consumer skepticism is affected by the perception of

a green ad or green marketing campaign that focuses on CSR-efforts. Using CSR-efforts as a

marketing device seems to become more common, and further studies could also examine

how much of these claims are actually false or can be seen as misleading. There seems to be a

lot of false claims present in the stores today. Examining the amount of false claims present

could in combination with studies on consumer skepticism explain or dismiss any

relationships between these.

As companies' marketing efforts continue to increase, the willingness amongst consumers to

question these CSR-efforts might increase. This will most likely impact how a company can

and should develop their messages and brand. Studies could focus upon to what extent and

how consumers are researching green claims to further develop an understanding in how

companies can match their marketing efforts with consumers perceptions. Having an

understanding of the factors behind skepticism amongst consumers towards green advertising

on products could benefit the marketing that is being carried out today, and in the future.
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Appendix 1. Survey questions
Appendix 1 - The distributed survey.

1. Gender

Male

Female

Other

Don't want to specify

2. Age

20 or younger

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 or older

3. Do you care about product labels?

Not at all It impacts every purchase I make.

1 2 3 4 5

4. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts helps me make better

decisions regarding the purchase.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

5. Propose you find two products of equal quality and with the same price. Would you

choose the one with a green label on it if that label corresponded to something you care

about?

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

6. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts is helpful.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

7. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts is useful.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree



1 2 3 4 5

8. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts is credible.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

9. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts is accurate.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

10. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts is reliable.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

11. Information conveyed on products regarding green efforts is positive.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

12. I am willing to rely on green product labels when making purchase-related decisions.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

13. I am willing to boycott a product if a company is making false claims about green

efforts.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

14. I am willing to research a company's green efforts before I make a purchase.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

15. Have you ever felt misled by green product advertisements?

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

16. How skeptical are you to green claims made by companies?

I trust the claims I don't trust any green claims.

1 2 3 4 5

17. Do you believe your trust is decreasing towards products or companies that are

labeling their green efforts?

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5


